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Each presynaptic bouton is densely packed with many

vesicles, only a small fraction of which are available for

immediate release. These vesicles constitute the readily

releasable pool (RRP). The RRP size, and the probability of

release of each vesicle within the RRP, together determine

synaptic strength. Here, we discuss complications and recent

advances in determining the size of the physiologically relevant

RRP. We consider molecular mechanisms to generate and

regulate the RRP, and discuss the relationship between vesicle

docking and the RRP. We conclude that many RRP vesicles are

docked, that some docked vesicles may not be part of the

RRP, and that undocked vesicles can contribute to the RRP

by rapid recruitment to unoccupied, molecularly activated

ready-to-release sites.
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Definitions and measurements of RRP
The readily releasable pool (RRP) is functionally defined

as a small subset of the many vesicles in a presynaptic

bouton that is more readily released than other vesicles.

An action potential evokes neurotransmitter release that

depends upon the size of the RRP and on the initial

probability of release of a vesicle (vesicular release prob-

ability p). During physiological patterns of presynaptic

activity, many additional factors regulate synaptic

responses. The RRP is depleted and replenished from

a reserve pool of vesicles, and this replenishment is vital

to sustaining responses. At many synapses, p is dynami-

cally regulated by processes such as facilitation. In addi-

tion, synaptic transmission can be mediated by multiple

pools of vesicles that differ in initial p, facilitation, and

replenishment. Although such properties have been

incorporated into complex models [1–5], it is difficult
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to experimentally determine the many parameters of such

models. Consequently, the most widely used approaches

to measure RRP size rely on a number of simplifying

assumptions [6�,7,8�].

All methods of determining RRP require the quantifica-

tion of vesicle fusion or neurotransmitter release, which is

done in three general ways (Figure 1). The most widely

used approach is to quantify neurotransmitter release by

measuring postsynaptic currents. This method is sensi-

tive and readily applied to many types of synapses, but it

can be complicated by nonlinearities arising from neuro-

transmitter spillover and pooling, receptor saturation and

desensitization. Such difficulties can be overcome by

using drugs that relieve receptor saturation and desensi-

tization. Although such drugs are widely used to study

AMPA receptors [9,10], and to a lesser extent for GABAA

receptors [11�], it is difficult to prevent saturation and

desensitization for synapses that use other neurotrans-

mitters. Many published estimates of RRP size are inac-

curate because they do not deal with receptor saturation

and desensitization. A second approach, which has been

applied to large synapses which are amenable to presyn-

aptic patch recordings, is to measure the capacitance

change associated with the addition of membrane during

vesicle fusion. Finally, optical approaches can be used to

measure exocytosis by detecting fluorescence associated

with vesicle fusion [12,13]. This approach requires label-

ing vesicles with a fluorophore that changes fluorescence

in response to membrane fusion. It does not require

electrical recording from presynaptic terminals, and does

not suffer from problems associated with postsynaptic

receptor saturation and desensitization. These methods

are suited for studying synapses between cultured cells,

where background fluorescence is low and synapses are

located within a single plane.

To accurately measure the RRP, the major challenge is to

release the entire RRP while accounting for contributions

from replenishment. The RRP size is underestimated if

RRP depletion is incomplete, and overestimated if

replenished vesicles contribute to the measure of RRP.

One approach that has been used extensively in cultured

cells is to apply high osmolarity solutions (usually

500 mM sucrose) to release the RRP [14–17]. It is thought

that high osmolarity solutions result in fusion of the RRP.

Although the release mechanism of this method is

unclear, it has provided important insights because it

has been used extensively to study roles for specific

proteins in the control of the RRP using knockout mice.

A second approach is to depolarize the presynaptic ter-

minal with a prolonged voltage step. A third approach is to
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Measurements of RRP.

A schematic of a synapse is shown with a presynaptic nerve terminal

containing many vesicles. Some of these vesicles are close to the

active zone and make up the RRP. To quantify the RRP size it is

necessary to quantify neurotransmitter release, which is done in

several different ways. It is possible to record directly from some

types of presynaptic boutons (top), and this allows control of the

presynaptic potential for large voltage steps, allows control of the

intracellular milieu, and makes it possible to measure the change in

surface area in response to vesicle fusion. It is also possible to

quantify fusion using optical methods (middle, illustrated by vesicles

colored in green). The most common method to quantify RRP size is

to record postsynaptic currents (bottom).
use caged calcium to increase presynaptic calcium levels.

These methods have proven very useful in characterizing

roles of proteins and chemical messengers that regulate

the RRP. However, they often provide larger estimates of

the RRP than estimates based on release evoked by

action potential trains. It seems likely that these strong

stimuli release some vesicles that cannot be released by

high frequency stimulus trains [18�].

There are several ways of using action potential trains

(Figure 2a) to determine RRP size [6�,8�]. These

approaches all measure synchronous release that occurs

in the milliseconds following each presynaptic action

potential and they do not account for asynchronous

release that does not contribute to peak EPSCs. The

most common approach is to plot the cumulative EPSC

amplitude as a function of stimulus number (Figure 2b).

In the absence of replenishment, the plateau of the

response would correspond to the liberation of all of

the vesicles in the RRP. But during prolonged stimula-

tion, steady-state responses are a consequence of vesicle

replenishment. A linear extrapolation is used to correct for

replenishment and the intercept of the y-axis corresponds

to the RRP size [19]. However, this method assumes

constant replenishment throughout the train, and it has
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been shown that replenishment becomes faster during

the train as more empty sites become available [7] (this is

the case when replenishment is approximated by the

same exponential recovery regardless of the extent of

depression). Consequently, this method tends to under-

estimate the RRP. A second method, referred to as the

EQ method after Elmqvist and Quastel [20], plots

the EPSC amplitude as a function of the cumulative

EPSC and linearly extrapolates to determine the RRP

(Figure 2c). However, responses early in the train that are

most important for this method, and replenishment dur-

ing the train will lead to overestimates of the RRP.

Facilitation can also complicate the application of this

method. As a practical matter, it is difficult to identify the

best region for linear extrapolation. A third approach,

though not widely used, can also provide insight into p
and the size of the RRP. This method assumes that

depression is a consequence of depletion such that

RRP is reduced by a single stimulation to (1 � p)RRP
and then recovers exponentially [8�]. During a high

frequency stimulation the amplitudes of synaptic

responses vs. stimulus number derease exponentially

with a constant l that is determined by the probability

of release such that pdecay = 1 � exp(�1/l) (Figure 2d).

This approach provides a useful test of whether the

decrement in EPSC amplitude is consistent with release

arising from depletion of a single pool of vesicles with the

same p. Finally, it is possible to fit the data to a model. A

simple depletion model works well for synapses with high

p and sets replenishment proportional to the number of

unoccupied release sites (which corresponds to an expo-

nential recovery from depression [7,8�]).

A comparison of several methods at the calyx of Held

indicates that they agree with each other very well when p
is high and when the rate of replenishment is low com-

pared to the stimulus frequency [7,8�]. However, they

deviate from each other in predictable ways when this is

not the case. This is illustrated by determining RRPtrain

and RRPEQ for simulations based on a depletion model

(Figure 2e–g). When p is low, RRPEQ slightly overesti-

mates RRP and RRPtrain greatly underestimates RRP

(Figure 2e). Rapid replenishment of the RRP from the

reserve pool also compromises both methods (Figure 2f).

It is also well established that high frequency stimulation

provides better RRP estimates (Figure 2g), but there are

practical limitations on how rapidly presynaptic axons can

be stimulated.

One of the major assumptions of these methods is that all

release occurs with the same p, but this is not the case at

all synapses [6�,11�,18�,21�]. Consider the case where

50% of the vesicles have p = 0.4 and 50% have p = 0.04

(Figure 2h–j). The EPSC amplitude as a function of

stimulus frequency is no longer approximated by a single

exponential decay, there are two components from two

different pools of vesicles (Figure 2j). In this case it is not
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Using synaptic responses evoked by high-frequency stimulus trains to estimate synaptic parameters.

Synaptic responses are described by N0 (the size of the readily releasable pool, RRP), p (the vesicular release probability), R (the rate of

replenishment of the RRP from a reserve pool) and q (the size of a quantal response).

(a) Simulated EPSCs in response to a 100 Hz stimulus train.

(b, c) Two extrapolation methods commonly used to estimate synaptic parameters are illustrated: one referred to as the train method (b) and the

other as the Elmqvist and Quastel (EQ) method.

(d) If depression of synaptic responses is due to RRP depletion, the dependence of the EPSC amplitude on number of stimuli can be used to

estimate p and determine the RRP (from Ref. [8�]).
(e–g) Simulations based on a depletion model were used to determine EPSC amplitudes during a train and the cumulative train method and EQ

methods were used to estimate the RRP from these simulated responses (from Ref. [8�]). The dashed line corresponds to the RRP size used in

the simulations.

(h–j) Simulations with a depletion model were made for a synapse with 50% of release having p = 0.4 and 50% having p = 0.04. Plots were made

as in b–d that highlight complications associated with having nonuniform p.

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:63–70
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possible to determine RRPtrain, because there is no obvi-

ous region that is appropriate for linear extrapolation

(Figure 2h). This sort of behavior is seen at many synap-

ses. It is also difficult to apply the EQ method (Figure 2i).

These simulations illustrate how multiple heterogeneous

pools of vesicles can complicate the determination of the

RRP. Many other factors can make it difficult to reliably

estimate RRP, including use-dependent changes in

replenishment [22], decreased replenishment arising

from depletion of the reserve pool, and use-dependent

synaptic plasticity such as facilitation [6�,8�,11�].

Several alternative approaches take advantage of the

stochastic nature of synaptic responses to estimate syn-

aptic parameters. Methods such as variance-mean analy-

sis allow determination of RRP size without reliance on

spike trains, but they require stable measurements of

synaptic properties in at least three different experimen-

tal conditions [23]. Recently a new approach that relies on

the statistics of responses evoked by stimulus trains has

been developed to quantify and characterize the RRP [24].

Another approach is to use irregular spike trains to evoke

synaptic responses that are used to determine synaptic

parameters associated with a model. This approach can

be used at synapses with prominent facilitation and a low

probability of release. It is possible to either use averaged

responses and traditional fitting methods, or to use the

statistics of synaptic transmission [25–27]. It will be impor-

tant to determine how well such methods estimate RRP

size, and to determine if this approach can be adapted to

synapses where release is mediated by multiple pools of

vesicles with different properties.
Figure 3
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In summary, a number of strategies are used to quantify

the RRP. Even though hypertonic sucrose and pro-

longed presynaptic voltage steps have limitations in

providing insight into release under physiological con-

ditions, such strong stimuli will continue to provide

an important means of quantifying RRP size and will

allow the comparison of effects arising from different

molecular manipulations. It is also likely that optical

methods, which avoid many complications associated

with other methods, will become more widely used if

their application can be extended to more intact pre-

parations. Finally, action potential trains will continue

to provide invaluable insight into vesicle pools under

physiological conditions at synapses that fulfill the strict

requirements for the validity of these measurements

[6�,8�]. In some cases, such as when the properties of

release are heterogeneous, it will be necessary to pair

detailed and extensive electrophysiological characteri-

zation with models to properly describe synaptic

transmission.

Molecular mechanisms to generate RRP
vesicles
The prevalent model is that synaptic vesicles interact

with presynaptic proteins to become part of an RRP of

vesicles. This molecular process is called vesicle priming,

and studies using knockout animals and in vitro fusion

assays revealed that Munc13 takes a central role in

priming [28–33]. We will discuss how Munc13 partici-

pates in multiple steps during synaptic vesicle exocytosis

(Figure 3) and then analyze specific roles for Munc13 in

generating the RRP.
protein domains:
zinc finger
C1-domain
C2-domain
MUN
PDZ

Assembly of SNARE complexes
guided by Munc13 and Munc18 

Membrane fusion
by SNARE zippering

c) (d)
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ion at which step a vesicle becomes part of the RRP.

bly of the SNARE complex.

f Munc13 and Munc18, and this assembly may be regulated by

helical bundle that forces the vesicular and target membranes to fuse.

www.sciencedirect.com
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Munc13 is a modular protein that is inactive as a dimer. It

is monomerized and anchored at the active zone through

interactions between the RIM zinc finger and Munc13

C2A domains [34–36] (Figure 3a). Downstream of this

activation, the MUN domain, a sequence element within

Munc13 that is common to other tethering factors, is

required for synaptic vesicle exocytosis [37,38]. Recent

studies using in vitro fusion assays led to a model in which

the MUN domain of Munc13 plays a central role in

assembling the SNARE complex that mediates fusion

[39,40�,41�]. The t-SNARE protein syntaxin-1 begins in a

closed, inactive confirmation bound to Munc18, a protein

that is structurally unrelated to Munc13. The Munc13

MUN domain, together with Munc18, activates syntaxin-

1 by opening it to expose the syntaxin-1 SNARE motif

(Figure 3b), while the Munc13 C2B and C2C domains are

thought to bind to synaptic vesicles and target mem-

branes. This membrane bridging activity could occur

before, during or after opening of syntaxin. SNARE

complex assembly is initiated under the control of

Munc18 and the Munc13 MUN domain (Figure 3c),

bringing the t-SNAREs syntaxin-1 and SNAP-25 close

to the v-SNARE synaptobrevin-2/VAMP-2. Fusion is

executed by complete zippering of SNAREs into a four

alpha-helical bundle to fuse the vesicular and target

membranes (Figure 3d). Additional proteins, for example,

complexin and synaptotagmin [30,42–44], bind to

SNARE complexes to pause or activate SNARE complex

assembly and fusion through several distinct mechanisms.

Of particular interest is whether there is a defined

“priming” step in this molecular chain reaction that adds

a vesicle to the RRP. From a functional viewpoint, one

could ask what the rate-limiting step during replenish-

ment is, considering an RRP vesicle as one that has passed

this rate-limiting step for replenishment. The state at

which the fusion process is paused before calcium trig-

gering could be at any point after this rate-limiting step.

Insight into this question came from gene knockout

studies. Disruption of the initial steps in this model, by

deleting RIM proteins, significantly impairs vesicle prim-

ing [36,45,46] by preventing anchoring and activation of

Munc13 [34,36]. These data indicate that processes

upstream of syntaxin-1 opening and SNARE complex

assembly are required for the RRP. All genetic manip-

ulations that impair fusion downstream of RIM-mediated

activation and recruitment of Munc13 (Figure 3b–d)

affect the measurement of RRP size. This could either

reflect a role of the manipulated gene in generating the

RRP, or a role for fusion of vesicles after they have been

added to the RRP. Thus, these genetic experiments

suggest that generating RRP vesicles requires processes

upstream of SNARE complex assembly that cannot be

compensated for by replenishment, and we propose that

it entails activation of a release site by RIM and Munc13

as shown in Figure 3a.
www.sciencedirect.com 
It is important to point out that the protein machinery

mediating RRP and fusion is more complex than outlined

in our simplified, Munc13-centered model. It is likely

that additional proteins including CAPS [47], ELKS [48],

complexin [49], and synaptotagmin [50�] also contribute

to generation of the RRP.

Morphological correlates of RRP vesicles
Studies of synaptic ultrastructure provided additional

insights. These studies addressed whether RRP vesicles

could be identified based on their morphology. Because

there was a good correlation between the number of

docked vesicles and the vesicles released by a 20-Hz

40-action potential stimulus train, it was proposed that

docked vesicles are the RRP [51]. This hypothesis is

supported by studies of RIM mutants, in which reduc-

tions in vesicle docking using glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue

are paralleled by reductions in the RRP at hippocampal

synapses and in the calyx of Held [45,46]. However, the

same experiments did not reveal a docking phenotype in

Munc13 deficient hippocampal neurons [28,29] or in

neurons that lack SNARE proteins. Technical improve-

ments have addressed some of these discrepancies by

employing rapid freezing under high pressure and elec-

tron tomography, which enhanced resolution of the dock-

ing process. A recent study performed a precise morpho-

logical analysis of synapses in organotypic slice cultures of

various knockout mice [52��]. Interestingly, mutant mice

for Munc13, syntaxin-1, SNAP-25 or synaptobrevin-2 had

strong reductions in docked vesicles within 2 nm of the

target membrane. At the same time, vesicle numbers at 5–

20 nm away from the presynaptic plasma membrane

increased. These data, together with a previous study

[53], indicate that Munc13 and SNARE proteins, which

are essential for fusion, mediate the tight membrane

attachment of synaptic vesicles. Another study deter-

mined the number of docked vesicles by combining

optogenetics and rapid freezing before and tens of milli-

seconds after presynaptic stimulation [54]. Brief optoge-

netic activation decreased the number of docked vesicles

by �30% in cultured hippocampal neurons, suggesting

that docked vesicles are released upon stimulation.

These studies establish that docked vesicles contribute to

the RRP. However, it remains uncertain whether all

docked vesicles are part of the RRP, and whether all

RRP vesicles are docked (Figure 4). Recent data support

alternative models. For example, pHluorin imaging

experiments suggest that the average RRP in cultured

hippocampal neurons contains �4 vesicles per synapse

[12,13], whereas precise morphological measurements

revealed �10–15 docked vesicles if the active zone is

considered a circular structure with a diameter of 350 nm

[52��]. Thus, at least some measurements suggest that the

RRP is smaller than the number of docked vesicles

(Figure 4b). It has also been found that undocked vesicles

can be released by RRP-depleting stimuli. This was first
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:63–70
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Figure 4

(a) (b) (c)
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Morphological correlates of RRP.

Docked vesicles contribute to the RRP. The questions that arise are: Are all RRP vesicles docked? Are all docked vesicles in the RRP?

(a) One model posits that all docked vesicles are part of the RRP and all RRP vesicles are docked.

(b) Another possiblity is that only a subset of docked vesicles is the RRP.

(c) A third model is that many RRP vesicles are docked, but additional vesicles may contribute to RRP through rapid recruitment to empty,

activated release sites.

In (a)–(c), RRP vesicles are illustrated in red and the active zone is the grey shaded area.
observed in experiments that measured vesicle release

after labeling the RRP during one round of recycling [55].

It may also be the case in CAPS mutants, which have a

dramatic reduction in vesicles within 5 nm of the plasma

membrane [52��], but release quite efficiently in high

extracellular calcium or after short stimulus trains [47].

The simultaneous knockout of RIM and ELKS abolished

vesicle docking and also strongly reduced vesicles within

100 nm of the presynaptic membrane [56�], but only

reduced neurotransmitter release by approximately a

factor of two in response to hypertonic sucrose, short

stimulus trains or in elevated extracellular calcium. This

suggested that vesicles located at some distance from the

release site contribute to the RRP.

In aggregate, all data are consistent with a model in which

some or many docked vesicles are part of the RRP, and

some undocked vesicles can be rapidly released as RRP

vesicles (Figure 4c). We propose that release site activa-

tion is rate limiting for generating RRP vesicles

(Figure 3a). Docked vesicles associated with activated

sites can be released immediately, and vesicles can be

rapidly recruited to unoccupied activated sites to contrib-

ute to the RRP. An interesting possibility that arises from

this model is that it accounts for previous reports that the

RRP and vesicle docking are not static [57]. Activation

and inactivation of release sites and recruitment of vesi-

cles to these sites allows for dynamic changes in RRP.

Future studies should continue to dissect molecular

mechanisms for RRP generation in reduced systems

and rigorous measurements of RRP at specific synapses

in intact preparations should complement these

approaches to test and further develop these models.
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